Spirally Mapped Mandalas Twilled with Chinese Poems
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Abstract. Mandala patterns generated from Chinese poems which were composed by Su Shi (Su Tungpo) are shown. The drawing is based on the spiral mapping technique, with which one can visualize a statistical property of a text within a two-dimensional region through spirally folding a string of Chinese characters.

Mandala Patterns and Chinese Poems

Mandalas are highly symmetrical arrangements of sacred symbols, which constellate around the center (TUCCI, 1969). Originally they were used as means of the religious achievement in the Hinduism as well as the Buddhism. On the basis of this initial meaning, recent progress in the depth psychology has found relevance between the highly symmetrical drawings and the traditional mandalas. JUNG (1968) had found through observations of his patients that such singular figures with rigorous symmetries could be interpreted with a symbol of the “Self” being a key concept in his psychology (JACOBI, 1954). In his point of view it is the mandala that appears as a symbol of “Self” which attempts to integrate various conflicting elements in the mind. In his works he classified mandalas into the two categories: Type I) “modern or personal mandalas” as a natural symbol and Type II) “traditional or historical mandalas” as a cultural symbol. Their respective examples can be seen in Fig. 1(a) (HYEMEYOHSTS STORM, 1972) and in Fig. 1(b) (KODAMA, 2002); the eight-foliate core of the embryo-stored (TAIZO) mandala, Fig. 1(b), is expressed with nine Sanskrit characters. According to this classification the mandalas used in the Esoteric Buddhism can be included in the latter. Based on the Jung’s understanding, more recently TUCCI (1969) has defined mandalas as “figures symbolically representing the two processes that consist of break-up and reintegration of the consciousness.” In this paper, mandala patterns generated from Chinese poems composed by Su Shi (1036–1101), who has also been referred to as Su Tungpo, are shown. He was the most outstanding poet in the Beisung period (960–1127). In Japan he has been known by the name of So Shoku and of So Toba, respectively (see, e.g., OGAWA, 1983; OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1983). The drawing is based on the spiral mapping technique (HAYATA, 2004), with which one can visualize a statistical property of a text within a two-dimensional region through spirally folding a
string of Chinese characters. With the Jung’s classification mentioned above, these symmetrical patterns can be categorized into Type-I mandalas.

An Outline of Mapping Procedure

In this section a method for generating mandala patterns is reviewed through application to Poem #81 (Ogawa and Yamamoto, 1983) shown in Fig. 2(a). In the present method we take notice of fluctuation in the number of KANAs along the sequence of the Japanese reading of Chinese poems. Note that KANAs are letters in the Japanese syllabary, which are frequently added to a Chinese character in order to indicate its pronunciation. For visualizing the sequence of the character-length data the spiral mapping technique (Hayata, 2004) is useful, where the length is defined as the number of KANAs per Chinese character.
Fig. 2. (a) Poem #81 entitled “Responding to the Poem of Shuiquan.” (b) Sequential strokes resulting from character-length data. (c) Spirally mapped orbits.
In this method, from a point on the outermost orbit to the center, a notched spiral with the clockwise rotation is drawn in accordance with the direction of the sequence. However, because of the uncertainty in the location of the initial point, in actual drawings, instead of the forward propagation, a spiral with the counterclockwise rotation is created backward. Applying the spiral mapping algorithm (Hayata, 2004) to the sequence of Fig. 2(b), one obtains the trajectory

\[(0, 0) \rightarrow (3, 0) \rightarrow (3, 3) \rightarrow (0, 3) \rightarrow (0, 5) \rightarrow (5, 5) \rightarrow (5, 1) \rightarrow (1, 1) \rightarrow (1, -2) \rightarrow (3, -2) \rightarrow (3, -5) \rightarrow (1, -5) \rightarrow (3, -7) \rightarrow (3, -5) \rightarrow (0, -5) \rightarrow (0, -3) \rightarrow (-3, -3) \rightarrow (-3, -5) \rightarrow (-5, -5) \rightarrow (-5, -1) \rightarrow (-1, -1) \rightarrow (1, -5) \rightarrow (3, -5) \rightarrow (3, -7) \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow (17, -24) \rightarrow (17, -22) \rightarrow (19, -22) \rightarrow (19, -20) \rightarrow (21, -20).\]

Here the adjacent points are joined with a segment line. The spiral pattern realized with this trajectory is shown in Fig. 2(c). Eventually, in order to yield a pattern with four-fold mirror symmetry, the original pattern and its seven copies are superimposed.

Exhibition of Spirally Mapped Mandalas: A Journey for a Golden Flower

Poem #81: The mandala pattern generated from the poem of Fig. 2(a), which is entitled “Responding to the poem of Shuiquan,” is shown in Fig. 3, where Shuiquan signifies the
Fig. 4. (a) Poem #110 entitled “Responding to a poem which has been received on New Year’s Eve from Ziyou.”
(b) Mandala pattern generated from (a) (copyright belongs to K. Hayata).

god of water. This poem is composed of 40 lines; each line contains five characters. Gazing at this mandala would remind us of a bird’s-eye view of a splendid flower garden where the configuration among beds is exquisitely balanced. Herein a quatrefoil is surrounded with an octofoil (a double quatrefoil), which is enclosed by a rim.
Fig. 5. (a) Poem #267 entitled “Visiting Jinshan Temple.” (b) Mandala pattern generated from (a) (copyright belongs to K. Hayata).

Fig. 6. (a) Poem #276 entitled “In a festival day on December of the lunar calendar, making a trip to Gushan, and visiting two bonzes by the names of Huiqin and Huisi.” (b) Mandala pattern generated from (a) (copyright belongs to K. Hayata). (c) Same as (b) but the reading different from that of (b) (copyright belongs to K. Hayata).
Fig. 6. (continued).
Poem #110: The pattern generated from Poem #110 (Ogawa and Yamamoto, 1983), which is composed of 44 lines with five characters per line (Fig. 4(a)), is displayed in Fig. 4(b). First, the mandala impresses us with its highly complicated flowerings being full blown. Specifically, we can find a large wreath enclosing a smaller one with a deformed
Fig. 8. (a) Poem #786 entitled “Responding to a poem sent by Ren Shizhong and Jia Hangong.” (b) Mandala pattern generated from (a) (copyright belongs to K. Hayata).
shape; within the former several voids are embossed. Incidentally, the present mandala resembles in appearance a medallion of a Persian carpet (MISUGI and SASAKI, 1998) as well as an elaborate family crest in Japan (TAKAKI, 2003).
Poem #267: The pattern resulting from Poem #267 (OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1984), which is composed of 22 lines with seven characters per line (Fig. 5(a)), is seen in Fig. 5(b). In the title of this poem the Jinshan Temple indicates a Buddhist temple set up on an island in the Changjiang River, being 60 meters above the sea. For this mandala one will notice a wreathlike feature, where a thick wreath surrounds an octofoil and exhibits a somewhat garish pattern as if there were plenty of jewels being dispersed. In addition, careful observation of the inner boundary of the wreath allows us to perceive a multifoil.

Poem #276: The pattern realized with Poem #276 (OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1984), which is composed of 20 lines with seven characters per line (Fig. 6(a)), is shown in Fig. 6(b). In the title of this poem, Gushan stands for an islet in the Xi Lake; Huiqin and Huisi were known as poetic bonzes, both of them possessing a talent for writing. The morphology of the present mandala bears a resemblance to a bird's-eye view of a flower garden. We compare this pattern with the one yielded from the same poem but the reading being slightly different (OGAWA, 1983). The result can be seen in Fig. 6(c). Through comparison between the two patterns (Figs. 6(b) and (c)), we find a substantial difference for the intermediate garden located between the central and the outermost regions. Incidentally, the shape of the contour resembles that of Fig. 3.

Superimposition between Poem #276 and Poem #429: We consider Poem #429 (OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1984), which is composed of 28 lines with five characters per line (Fig. 7(a)) and is entitled “Bonze Qingshun newly builds Chuiyunting.” Here Qingshun and Chuiyunting, respectively, are the name of a poetic bonze and that of an arbor. In an attempt to synthesize two patterns the result for superimposition between Fig. 6(c) and the pattern from Poem #429 is shown in Fig. 7(b). It is found that through this technique the original pattern (Fig. 6(c)) becomes highly complicated. Specifically, over a wide region around the center, a brocade pattern emerges. Note that brocades have been realized in a Japanese twilled cloth, typical of which will be FUSENRYO (TAKAKI, 2003).

Poem #786: The pattern generated from Poem #786 (OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1990), which is composed of 80 lines with five characters per line (Fig. 8(a)), is exhibited in Fig. 8(b). In the title of this poem, Shizhong and Hangong are another names of Jiand Qinguo, respectively. Note that this poem is longest among those cited in this paper; the total number of Chinese characters contained attains 400. We find in Fig. 8(b) a three-fold concentric structure, i.e., the innermost region is surrounded by a wreath, and furthermore, the outermost rim encloses the wreathy region; the rim and the wreath are connected each other with narrow bridges made of several warps and woofs. The whole pattern shines out with great brilliance.

Poem #850: The pattern weaved with Poem #850 (OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1990), which is composed of 24 lines with seven characters per line (Fig. 9(a)), is displayed in Fig. 9(b). As is suggested in the title, Qinguan possessed an outstanding talent for writing. Owing to this ability, later he was regarded as one of the four excellent scholars among pupils of Su Shi. In the pattern of Fig. 9(b) we perceive an insular region surrounded with a thick garland; the two regions are bridged with eight green paths. It is interesting to compare the patterns of the two regions. In contrast to a static feature in the island, the pattern of the garland appears to be dynamic and rather garish, which may remind us of HOSOGE, a jewel-figured flowerings in the Japanese family crests (TAKAKI, 2003). In consequence, the mandala of Fig. 9(b) allows one to associate itself with a bird's-eye view
Fig. 10. (a) Poem #857 entitled “Responding to remarks which Professor Xu has made on my stick of China ink.”
(b) Blue-based mandala pattern generated from (a) (copyright belongs to K. Hayata). (c) Same as (b) but the coloring based on brown (copyright belongs to K. Hayata).
Poem #857: The goal of our journey for a golden flower is just around the corner. The patterns realized with Poem #857 (OGAWA and YAMAMOTO, 1990), which is composed of 32 lines with seven characters per line (Fig. 10(a)), are exhibited in Figs. 10 (b) and (c). The color scheme of the former is taken after the blue flower in Henry of Ofterdingen by Novalis (1772–1801). Here one can find a number of multifoliate patterns constellating around the center; the outermost quatrefoil is bounded by a roundish contour. Furthermore the central flowerings would indeed preserve a feature in common with a medallion in a Persian carpet (MISUGI and SASAKI, 1998). The present mandala could be regarded as one of the best examples of an organic whole twilled with the spiral mapping, where a certain golden mean would be achieved between statics and dynamics. Finally the long years of effort achieved fruition!

Mandala as a Jewel among Stones

Seeking for a Chinese poem which may possibly yield a beautiful spirally mapped mandala could be compared to the work of mining engineers who labor to strike a vein. The subsequent drawing process of the mandala seems analogous to the effort of jewelers searching for a more brilliant cut. To conclude each of the mandalas presented in this paper
is a jewel among stones. Work is underway to confirm relevance to the art therapy using mandalas (Kellogg et al., 1977; Finch, 1991).
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